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Hello — please see below for some updates from tonight's 4C. Notable updates have been underlined:

PSPC update:
- 150 Zoll ventilators arrived at the NESS today, earlier than planned.
- Officials are still working on some additional deals with 3M for N95s.

Officials continue to work on non-healthcare PPE needs for essential workers.
As you may recall, PSPC provided contracts to Weatherhaven and SNC to provide 10 field

hospitals 
o The Weatherhaven design was presented to P/Ts. There was some interest from Nova
Scotia. 
o Officials will present SNC's design to P/Ts tomorrow. 

PSPC deliveries update:
- Additional surgical masks & goggles arriving tonight

First flight from the other airport in Shanghai went smoothly today
- The Air Canada PPE flight for May 15had to be cancelled due to terminal congestion at the 
regular Shanghai airport 
- DM Fox: Ontario is asking for flight assistance with getting PPE out of China. Any updates? 

o Officials said they would endeavour to get back ASAP, recognizing that there is a call 
with Premiers on Thursday. 

PHAC update:
- Received 120k face shields in the NESS from three different suppliers: 1) Dynaplas 2) HP 3)
Nufactor.
- Delivered 126k surgical masks that had been donated by Fiat Chrysler
- Starting to deliver 22, 800 expired N95s that were donated from Radio-Canada,  same with
62k gloves from DFO_
- PPC donation arrived — GAC says 50k N95s are from a Chinese manufacturer that is not on
the authorized U.S. list 
- We have 6.2m surgical masks in the NESS, with many more shipments on the way
- Received around lm gowns by ship yesterday in Vancouver
- We're in much better shape on gowns, hopefully in one week's time (should our additional 

shipments come in as planned), we'll be in top shape 
- No quality issues on gowns or face shields to date
- Alberta put in a request for mortuary bags (body bags) so the GoC will provide some 



Other:
- PMO: FYI - GM is attempting to stand up a factory to build surgical masks in Oshawa, ON.
Relatively a small quantity, would be able to deliver about 1M per month. They are eager to start as
soon as Thursday & have been working with HC on approvals etc.
- PMO: Did the 3M masks arrive last night? Haven't received confirmation yet. Officials will follow
up.
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